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PREFACE
Today, the Indian economy is more dynamic
than ever before, largely thanks to the digital and
mobile transformation that is sweeping across
the country. The innovative, competitive nature
of the smartphone industry and the constantly
changing demands of mobile consumers, will only
accelerate the pace of mobile transformation in
the years to come.
In India alone, mobile handset penetration and
data infrastructure growth have been incredible.
This has paved the way for an enormous base of
670 million mobile users by 2018 and 781 million
smartphone users by 2021. The always-on,
immersive and now, highly personalized nature
of mobile devices creates a huge opportunity
for brands to meaningfully engage with their
customers. Across all walks of life, use cases and
industries, mobile has become an integral part of
the Indian consumer’s day-to-day lifestyle.
It’s imperative, therefore, for India-focused
companies to adopt not just a mobile strategy, but
a mobile-first marketing strategy in order to create
differentiated and lasting value in the Indian
ecosystem. It is abundantly clear that mobile,
which was the future of marketing until recently,
has now become the present. And in order to
avoid being left behind, it’s time for marketers to
come together and embrace the vast opportunity
that mobile offers in a mobile-first economy!

Vasuta Agarwal

VP & GM – InMobi India
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THE STATE OF
MOBILE LANDSCAPE
IN INDIA

Source: InMobi Network Research, YTD 2017 (YTD 2017 = Jan 2017 to Oct 2017 ; Share represents in terms of available impressions
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INDIA HAS BECOME A TRULY MOBILE FIRST NATION
1000%

Mobile Minutes as a
% of Desktop

Mobile =

84% of users and
87% of digital time

500%

Mobile Users as a
% of Desktop

100%

0%

50%

Source: comScore MMX MultiSource, Feb 2017
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DRIVERS OF THE INDIAN MOBILE REVOLUTION
Mobile is now the primary
means of accessing the Internet
for most Indians

Affordability
Affordability of smartphones (available as low as
US$100) and affordable mobile data plans have
contributed to rapid smartphone and mobile
Internet adoption

Young online demographic dividend
With 75 percent of its Internet users under the age
of 35, India has the youngest online population

Mobile ecosystem development
Proactive government initiatives (e.g. Digital India
mission), and rapid growth in the mobile app
ecosystem, for innovative service offerings

Emergence of new apps
Convenience of purchase of goods & services
through mobile apps for commerce, food delivery,
transportation, education, music, real estate
among others

Source: InMobi Research
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RAPID GROWTH OF MOBILE ECONOMY IN INDIA
MOBILE DATA AND DEVICE
METRICS IN INDIA, 2016 & 2021
Mobile & Smartphone Users
(Millions) in India

User traffic in India on
Mobile Devices
85%

892
781

75%

75%
60%

670
49%

44%

359

Mobile Device
Users

Smartphone
Users

Smartphone
Mobile
Data Traffic Video Traffic

4G
Data Traffic

All traffic is measured as a % of total mobile data traffic

2016

2021

These data points suggest that users are now increasingly choosing
their mobile to access content and services available online. Clearly
Mobile will fast become the starting point for consumer-brand
interactions
Source: eMarketer
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CHINESE SMARTPHONES CONTINUE TO DOMINATE
INDIAN SMARTPHONE MARKET
Top Operating System, YTD 2017

Top Handset
Manufactures, YTD 2017*
Xiaomi

24.2%

Samsung

22.2%

Top Handset Models,
YTD 2017*
Xiaomi Redmi Note 3

7.4%

Xiaomi Redmi 3S

6.8%

Intex

6.2%

Samsung SM-J200G

3.6%

Lenovo

5.6%

Xiaomi Redmi Note 4

3.5%

OPPO

4.7%

Samsung SM-J700F

3.0%

Vivo

4.2%

2.2%
iOS

97.4%
Android

The reason for the success of Chinese brands
is attributed to their aggressive pricing, faster
adoption of 4G technology, better user experience
and greater emphasis on cameras.
*Handest Manufacturer, Models & OS Share represented in terms of available impressions
Source: InMobi Network Research, YTD 2017 (YTD 2017 = Jan 2017 to Oct 2017)
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SMARTPHONE
USAGE
OVERVIEW

Source: InMobi Network Research, YTD 2017 (YTD 2017 = Jan 2017 to Oct 2017 ; Share represents in terms of available impressions
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
Mobile obsession
80% of all web traffic emanates
from mobile, landing the place
of being second highest in the
world. 4.5 hours a day is spent
on mobile -This makes mobile
the most powerful among all
platforms.

2X Urban; 4X Rural
Shift in internet usage,
expanding and diversifying
from primarily urban to rural
and lower-income consumers
across all age-groups has been
observed. Brands will need to
consider this rising population
while thinking of marketing
and even designing products.

App installs skyrocket
Mobile apps are a daily
constant. And their influence
will only continue to grow,
as mobile app store revenues
continue to exceed $2.1 billion
in 2021, and downloads to top
22.7 billion. Today, consumers
are spending 88% of their time
on apps.

Unstoppable rise of mobile
video
Mobile video content consumption
has increased by 124% . Video
will be 75% of India’s mobile data
traffic by 2021, compared to 49% at
the end of 2016. It is an enormous
opportunity for advertisers to
ride on the bandwagon and gain
maximum consumer attention.

M-commerce, emergence of
a new way of commerce
Smartphones have revolutionized
the way shopping is carried out.
Thanks to the rise of several
eCommerce platforms, the
competition is getting fierce day
by day. Starting with flash sales
and heavy discounts, companies
are doing everything they can
to attract and retain online
shopaholics!
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MOBILE SURPASSES
TV IN WATCH-TIME

4.5 hours daily
spent accessing
Top Operating System,
smartphone
YTD 2017

3.3 hours daily
spent accessing TV
As a media vehicle, the engagement levels provided by
smartphones is unparalleled. An average user spends
approximately 4.5 hours daily accessing the Internet on their
smartphone. This is 37% higher than the time spent on TV.
Women more engaged than men on smartphones - spend 2x
time on YouTube & Gaming.
Source: Kantar IMRB & MMA Smartphone Usage and Behavior Report – India , 2017

2 hours weekly
spent accessing
print
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APPS ACCOUNT FOR 88% OF INDIA’S MOBILE TIME
Total Mobile
Minutes
Browsing 12%
88% Apps

Average
Minutes
Per Visitor

407 2,658

Mobile Web Mobile App

Source: comScore MMX MultiSource, Feb 2017
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INDIAN USERS HAVE MADE SMARTPHONES THEIR UBIQUITOUS & ALWAYS-ON COMPANION
Average hourly impressions across platforms
Desktop
Phone

Tablet

LATE NIGHT
12AM - 7AM

EARLY MORNING
7AM - 10AM

DAYTIME

10AM - 5PM

EARLY EVENING
5PM - 8PM

PRIME

8PM - 12AM

Consumption shows a flatter, more ‘always-on’ usage profile on mobile devices,
although smartphone and tablet consumption still peak in the evening.

Source: comScore MMX MultiSource, Feb 2017
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USERS IN MINI METROS & TIER-2 CITIES SHOW AN EVOLVED
USAGE OF SMARTPHONE – SIMILAR TO LARGE METROS

Smartphone Usage: Urban (by Time Spent in Activities)
Urban Regions lead Smartphone
Adoption in India

29% Urban

(Base: 409 Million)

4% Rural

(Base: 905 Million)

Large Metros
(Population: 40L+)

∠

Mini Metros
(Population: 10-40L)

Tier-2 Cities
(Population: 5-10L)

18%

31%

23%

27%

29%

23%

Offline
Activities

Calls &
Messages

18%

33%

16%

33%

15%

35%

Online
Apps

Browsing

Smartphone users in Mini
Metros and Tier-2 cities match
their Large Metro counterparts
with respect to usage of Online
Apps and Browsing

Source: InMobi Network Research, YTD Source:
2017 (YTD
Unstoppable
2017 = Jan! 2017
Smartphone
to Oct 2017
Surge
; Share
In India
represents
Continues
in terms
– Nielson
of available
; IMRB’simpressions
Mobile Internet India report; Zinnov Analysis
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3,000

2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0

Age
15–24

Age
25–34

YOUNGER USERS
ARE MORE
MOBILE-BIASED THAN
OLDER AUDIENCES

Age
35–44

Age
45+

Desktop Mins Per User
Mobile Mins Per User

Source: comScore MMX MultiSource, Feb 2017
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SMARTPHONE USERS PREFER MESSAGING / CHAT
APPS FOR COMMUNICATION
Preferred Mobile Communication Modes

44%

19%

Messaging / Chat Apps

Social Networking

17%

Voice Calls

10%

E-mails

SMS/MMS

In-App Purchase Behaviour

Communication App Usage

95% of users
access chat
Apps multiple
times per day

10%

21% users
made an In-App
purchase while
using a mobile
messaging
/ chat app

38%

Digital Goods (Stickers, Games, etc)

35%

Upgraded App with extra features

27%

Upgraded App without Ads
Physical Goods purchases

15%

The power users and early adopters of
messaging apps are under 35
Source: InMobi Insights – Mobile Messaging Apps in India
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APP DOWNLOAD & USAGE CONTINUES TO SKYROCKET
Popular App category being
installed by Indians

Popular Apps that Indians spend
their time on

Top Category of Apps
Downloaded

YTD*
2017

Retail/shopping		

32%

7%
11%

Travel				26%
Technology			8%
Social & Communication

2%

28%

Share of Ad
requests by
publisher
category

51%

8%

Games				4%
Finance			4%
Food & Drink			

3%

Travel and Retail apps are most
downloaded

*Share is represented in terms of app installs.
Source: InMobi Network Research, 2017

In 2017, India ranked
third and continued to
surpass USA as the
leading app download
capital of the world with
an 12% share of the
world’s app downloads.

Encouraged by the in-app offers and
discounts, Travel and Retail apps have
become the most downloaded apps by
Indians. Additionally, offers on firsttime app use are drawing in the late
adopters.

Entertainment

Games

Sports

News

Productivity

Others

Entertainment and Sports Apps keep
Indians busy
The influx of streaming apps (TV
shows, Movies, Music and Sporting
events) has captured the fascination
of Indians as they spend a substantial
share of their time on Entertainment
and Sports apps.
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SMARTPHONE IS CHANGING THE WAY CONSUMERS SHOP

How Indians Buy on Mobile

18%
17%

Share of purchases

15%
13%

Monday

13%
12%

12%

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Saturday is the Big Shopping Day

9 out of 10 consumers research a
product or service on their mobile
Apps are rapidly catching up as
a viable shopping channel as
94% of Indian consumers prefer
using apps over a website to make
online purchases
Retail/ Shopping app usage grew
125% on InMobi Network from
2016 to YTD 2017

Day

Night

10PM to 12AM

Purchasing on mobile picks up from Thursday and
peaks over the weekend with Saturday being the
biggest shopping day of the week

Indians prefer Prime Time Shopping
Most purchases through the week tend to
peak during the night, with maximum sales
happening between 10PM and 12AM

Key Reasons for consumer
preference for M-commerce
Saves Time
On the go activity
No long queues
Ease of locating deals
Can do multi-tasking

Source: InMobi Network Research, 2017
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CONSUMPTION OF VIDEO BECOMING A PRIME MOBILE USE CASE
India ranks #6 by video Ad
consumption

Preferred Time & Day for
Video Consumption

India is the 6th largest market
for mobile video ads in
terms of user consumption.
Cheaper smartphones, and
better connectivity is driving
a 124% increase in video ad
consumption.

Indians wakes up to mobile
videos. Usage peaks on
weekend

Share of Mobile video Ads consumed
over Wi-Fi vs Mobile Data
Wi-Fi

Mobile Data

61%

Indians view video content via mobile data

Preferred Time

The most preferred genre of
video ad content consumed by
Indians is Retail, Entertainment
and Tech

39%

The arrival of new mobile network
operators has driven the cost of
mobile internet prices lower, making
it affordable for people across incomebrackets to access high-speed internet.
Only 39% of mobile video ads are
viewed on Wi-Fi

6:30 am – 9:30 am

Preferred Day
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri

77.5%
79.2%
78.6%
78.3%
80.1%
81.9%

Sat

82.4%

Sun

Video Play Rate
Source: InMobi Network Data | Video Ads Consumed refers to share of video ad impressions, 2017
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MOBILE
ADVERTISING
OVERVIEW

Source: InMobi Network Research, YTD 2017 (YTD 2017 = Jan 2017 to Oct 2017 ; Share represents in terms of available impressions
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2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

MOBILE ADVERTISING, $1.2 BILLION MARKET BY 2020
$729 M
$121 M
$933 M
$242 M

$1,185 M
$412 M

Digital and Mobile
Internet Ad Spending
(Millions) in India

$1493 M
$659 M
$1,912 M
$923 M
$2,390 M
$1,200 M

Digital Ad spending in millions
Mobile Internet Ad spending in millions

Source: eMarketer
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MOBILE MARKETING IS THE NEXT BIG THING
FOR MARKETERS IN INDIA

O
 n an average, mobile accounts for nearly a
third (30%) web traffic for Indian companies
and over a quarter (28%) of eCommerce revenue
transaction is done directly on mobile devices
C
 urrently, Indian companies are spending
almost one fifth (17%) of their overall marketing
budgets on mobile

.

E
 ncouragingly, three-quarters (75%) of Indian
companies plan to increase their mobile spend
during the next 12 months
S
 even in ten (71%) Indian organizations claim
that mobile will become a fundamental part of
their marketing and commerce strategy during
the next 12 months
T
 wo-thirds (67%) of companies claim, that their
mobile strategies are becoming much more
structured than before, which is significantly
higher than the APAC average (56%)

Source: The State Of Mobile Marketing In India, MMA
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INDIA’S MOBILE
AD MARKET IS SOARING
BUT PROBLEMS
LOOM AHEAD

Source: InMobi Network Research, YTD 2017 (YTD 2017 = Jan 2017 to Oct 2017 ; Share represents in terms of available impressions
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K E Y CH AL L E N GE S

M A R K E T E R S / B R A N D S FA C E

BRAND
SAFETY

AD
VIEWABILITY

Source: The State of Mobile App Performance Marketing Survey 2017 India, InMobi Research

AD
FRAUD

ATTRIBUTION

AD
BLOCKERS
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BRAND
SAFETY
Brand safety refers to the checks and
balances used to ensure that a brand’s
message is not displayed in contexts
that may harm the brand. With the
mobile ecosystem growing rapidly,
threats to brand safety are everywhere.
Brands have reasons now more than
ever before to seek reassurances
from their partners that their mobile
marketing spend will only improve the
strength of their brand rather than put
it at risk.

How advertisers can ensure
brand safety

	
Hold advertising

partners accountable

	
Leverage private

marketplaces with
programmatic

	
Demand
	
Work with

MRC-certified
partners

Source: InMobi Research

independent
measurement
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AD
VIEWABILITY
Mobile advertising is booming—but
the industry’s approach to measuring
viewability of mobile ads hasn’t kept
up. An ad that is not seen or heard by
a human has no value. Various factors
such as ad load speeds, outdated ad
serving technology and a lack of global
measurement standards combine
to present several challenges to
viewability.

How brands can improve ad
viewability

A
 sk for SDKintegrated inventory
P
 ay only for
served and
measured
impressions

Source: InMobi Research

D
 emand
independent
measurement

W
 ork with
MRC-certified
partners
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AD
FRAUD
Mobile Ad Fraud is a serious threat in India.
Among Top 10 countries affected by ad fraud
32% of all mobile advertising is fraud
$350 million – cost of mobile ad fraud
1.7X higher install fraud;
2.5X higher click fraud compared to global
average

What’s driving Fraud growth?
The region’s massive smartphone explosion, app
publishers’ desire to grow quickly, fraudsters who
are gaming the system and lack of advanced
measures/metrics across the ecosystem for
preventing fraud.

How can advertisers
tackle fraud?
U
 nderstand the
various types of
fraud such as click
spamming, click
injections and ad
stacking

Source: InMobi Research

U
 nderstand the
trade-off between
hygiene metrics
(anti-fraud)
and campaign
performance
metrics (CPI @
scale)

E
 valuate ad
tech platforms
by measuring
both upstream
(impressions,
clicks for install)
and downstream
metrics (click to
install time)

D
 emand full
transparency in
reporting, pricing
and ways of
working

W
 ork with a thirdparty anti-fraud
partner to analyze
downstream data

W
 ork closely
with agencies, ad
tech platforms
and technology
partners to define
measurement
standards
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ATTRIBUTION
Attribution on desktop is simple and
proven, as it relies on cookies. However,
that method doesn’t work in mobile.
Without a universal method to track
campaigns across mobile devices, the
efficacy of mobile campaigns can be
underreported and devalued.

What can marketers do?
B
 uild a
thorough
understanding
of the various
attribution
models (lastview, lastclick) and the
underlying
technology

Source: InMobi Research

C
 ollect both
View-through and
Click-through
attribution in inapp and mobile
web environments,
to examine the full
ROI of the mobile
campaign.

E
 valuate partners
with the right
attribution
windows to
maximize
performance

C
 ombine
probabilistic
identifier with
a deterministic
identifier.

U
 se a third
party vendor for
validation and
for discarding
self-attributed
clicks/installs
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AD BLOCKING
While Ad blocking is a detriment to
the mobile advertising ecosystem affecting publishers and marketers
alike, the best way for the industry
to tackle this problem is to deliver
compelling ad experiences that
consumers won’t want to block.

Ways to Diffuse Ad Blockers
A
 dopt in-app
ad placements
to drive an
unobtrusive and
desirable user
experience

Source: InMobi Research

 uild a robust and
B
creative strategy to
avoid user fatigue by
periodical advanced
targeting to deliver
relevant ads

 efreshing creative
R
and implement
frequency capping

 reate high
C
quality and
relevant ad
messages

E
 mbrace native
mobile ads
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MOBILE

ADVERTISING

TRENDS
TO LOOK OUT FOR

IN INDIA

Source: InMobi Network Research, YTD 2017 (YTD 2017 = Jan 2017 to Oct 2017 ; Share represents in terms of available impressions
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MARKETING – SO
ACCURATE THAT
YOU WILL BE
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 ROGRAMMATIC
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ACCELERATES:
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1. INNOVATIONS
 
IN MOBILE VIDEO ADS WILL ATTRACT
HIGHER INVESTMENT
The demand for video is growing rapidly. In 2017
alone, video was the fastest growing ad format
available to marketers, charting over 119% growth in
ad spend and 124% increase in consumption over last
year. With constant growth in smartphone usage,
adoption of 4G technology, continuous innovation
and standardization of video templates, mobile video
will continue to grow
Video ad formats such as vertical, 360 degree
and virtual reality are the next frontier in video
advertising. These will deliver an immersive and
interactive experience to users. Industries like travel,
fashion and entertainment can leverage video ads
to create virtual holiday tours, product trials, movie
trailers and lead to subsequent bookings to enhance
customer experience
With increased emphasis on viewability driving
advertiser confidence in video, further coupled with
unparalleled results - 4X higher user engagement
and 5.5X higher conversions compared to static
formats - it is not hard to see why video was the
preferred choice amongst marketers
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OLX INDIA LEVERAGES INMOBI
VIDEO AD SOLUTIONS TO ACHIEVE
2.5X HIGHER CONVERSIONS AT 50%
LOWER COSTS

OLX CASE STUDY

Advertiser Objective
OLX, India’s largest online classifieds
marketplace wanted to aggressively double
down on acquiring quality users and to grow its
engaged user base.

InMobi Solution
 LX partnered with InMobi to leverage its
O
vast network, acquiring high quality users at
50% lower costs
 video creative was created that showcased
A
multiple products to users through scrollable
carousel video end-cards to drive user action

Results

25 Million

Click to watch Video

monthly unique users reached

As a strategic mobile marketing partner for OLX India, lnMobi
has been instrumental in enabling our strategy of driving highquality, engaged users. With the ability to reach users through
all ad formats, especially video, InMobi has significantly
reduced new lister cost over the course of this partnership.
lnMobi's account management has been very hands-on and
passionate to deliver against our objectives:

300 Million

monthly impressions delivered

2.5x Higher

conversions with Video

50% Reduction
In Cost Per Install (CPI) over
course of campaign

25% Reduction
In cost of driving a highquality user listing within
the app

-Richa Khera, Online Marketing Manager, OLX India
Source: InMobi Research
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2. LOCATION-BASED MARKETING
– SO ACCURATE THAT YOU WILL
BE THRILLED

INMOBI’S POLYGON SOLUTION

HELPS LEADING JEWELLERY BUSINESS

INCREASE FOOTFALL BY OVER 2.5X
AT RETAIL STORES ACROSS INDIA

Advertiser Objective

InMobi’s Solution

Drive increased footfall in
10 flagship stores across 5
Indian metros

Target users visiting both
client store and computer
stores

Results

1,266,109

Volume of users exposed to mobile ads
Location technology is driving innovation into the
mobile marketing industry. Mobile marketers and
advertisers need accurate location based information
so that customers can be targeted easily with the right
message at the right time and place
Location intelligence allows measuring the impact of
the advertising and response of the end users for the
same. It is one of the most powerful modes to bridge
the gap between the brand and the mobile users

Source: InMobi Research

22,606

Volume of users that saw the ads and
were observed in-store

2.62x

Uplift in footfall among users exposed
to the ad (vs control group)
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3. PROGRAMMATIC
ACCELERATES: BRANDS,
TECH, MARKETING WILL
CONTINUE TO INVEST
India is still in its nascent stages of digital and
mobile growth, therefore, advertisers are yet to
realize the potential that programmatic has to offer
However, a 500% growth (Q1 2017 to Q3 2017) in
ad spends was witnessed on the InMobi network,
highlighting that there are those who see the
opportunity to improve their campaign results and
have increased their spends on this medium
Advertisers are learning that with programmatic,
they can implement cost effective, better optimized
campaigns and simultaneously engage their
audiences at the right time and right place
Mobile video will push forward, as more inventory
becomes available to programmatic platforms and
the industry is sure to see an exponential growth in
the coming years

Top Ad Categories
Spending on IX

500% Growth in
Programmatic
Ad Spend

Technology
Personal
Care
Source: InMobi Research

Retail

Food &
Beverage
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4. MOBILE REMARKETING WILL
EMERGE AS THE NEW CRM

MYNTRA CASE STUDY
MYNTRA’S PURCHASES INCREASE 3 TIMES
BY INMOBI’S REMARKETING CAMPAIGN

S

A

L

E

Objective
To maximize mobile sales by re-activating dormant
users and retargeting users based on their historical
shopping behaviour

SHOP NOW

SHOP NOW

A recent survey by InMobi found that the primary
challenge faced by app marketers worldwide is engaging
and retaining users. In such a fiercely competitive
environment where new apps vie for a share of the user’s
limited time, a shift in marketing strategy from a UA focus
to user retention, is long overdue
According to InMobi’s study, remarketing is gaining
traction, with almost 34% of marketers saying they are
fielding remarketing today. Another 47% plan to invest in
retaining their users over the next 12 months
While the amount of money invested in remarketing is
modest so far, it is widely expected to increase in the
coming months. The main factors holding marketers back
from investing in app remarketing are: Too Expensive
(47%), Difficulty in enabling deep-linking (32%) & measuring
attribution (32%)

Solution
Highly personalized and curated product
recommendations were delivered to all Myntra app
users. Specific segments of dormant customers
weretargeted in order to renewtheir interest in app.

Results

~7 ROAS

1000+/day

$25

>3x growth

Average order value

number of transactions

in transactions
month on month

Soon, mobile remarketing will become pivotal for
businesses and emerge as the new age CRM platform to
customize value propositions for users across the lifecycle

Source: InMobi Research
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5. MEASUREMENT & ATTRIBUTION WILL EVOLVE FURTHER

In 2018 and advertisers will work closely
with partners on both the attribution and
Ad networks side to bridge their online
and offline spends to measure a complete
marketing budget ROI
According to InMobi research, 85% of
marketers find attribution very/somewhat
important to app marketing success.
They currently use a wide range of data
driven tools to drive performance and
optimization

Most commonly used
Attribution partners

Source: InMobi Research

App marketers
use a wide range
of data-driven
tools to achieve
the best possible
performance and
optimization

Measurement of course has seen an
interesting change with view-through
attribution coming through to make it
easier to measure the impact of views as
well and not just clicks and actions. 64%
of marketers use viewability as a fullfledged component of their attribution
models
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6. INCREASING SDK
INTEGRATION WILL DELIVER
HIGHER REWARDS
Publishers can chose to integrate with ad
networks in one of two levels - SDK or API. While
each has it’s own benefits and drawbacks, in a
battle of measurement and superior performance,
SDK integration wins hands down

With an SDK-level integration:
Publishers are able to deliver smoother ad
experiences to their users
There is zero chance of fraudulent reporting, as
it allows auditing at a device-level, which is the
source for all ad-related information

THE INMOBI SDK INTEGRATION
PROVIDES BRANDS WITH THE HIGHEST
LEVEL OF TRUST AND TRANSPARENCY,
CURRENTLY PERFORMING AT OVER

2X

THE AVERAGE INDUSTRY
VIEWABILITY STANDARDS.
Lack of Global Standards &
Independent Measurement?

The Solution!

Ad platforms can offer transparent, MRC-accredited
independent third-party measurements without
relying on information from external SDKs
When independent third-party verification
measurement partners such as MOAT and IAS are
incorporated directly into an ad network’s SDK, the
resulting metrics are cleaner since they utilize firstparty data obtained from that SDK
Moreover, an SDK level integration allows
publishers to offer viewability metrics to
advertisers

Global
Definitions
MRC Guidelines

Independent
Measurement
Partners

Right
Integration
JS

50% in view

API

2 seconds

SDK

Heading into 2018, SDK adoption is slated to increase as both
advertisers and publishers push for better measurement and
higher performance from their campaigns.

Source: InMobi Research
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7. AI & MACHINE LEARNING WILL REDEFINE
MOBILE AD TECH INDUSTRY
AI and machine learning have a vast
range of applications across industry
verticals and functions. It helps us
make smarter decisions based on
insights from data, thereby making
us more efficient, reducing costs and
growing revenues. The same can also
be said for the ad tech industry

AdTech has played a major role in
the development of AI technologies,
primarily driven by the major tech
giants. This has potential to catalyze
the growth of AI systems and this is
mainly due to five reasons:
The growing volume of
data, increase in connected
smartphones globally, and the
consequent diversity of data fields
The large and capable engineering
teams present in AdTech - highly
critical for optimizing AI systems

Opportunity spaces in AdTech
and Mobile
Micro-segmentation for segmentof-one targeting
AI combined in VR/AR in adverts
Dynamic campaign management
Self-learning prediction and
bidding systems
Deep exploration systems to
understand the workings of the
market

Ability to attract top data scientists
Ability to run rapid test-learn
experiments in a fast-paced
environment - mobile ads are
displayed every second of the day
across the globe
The business necessity algorithmic breakthroughs hit
the bottom line immediately, with
businesses aware about this fact.
This is no sideshow for the sector

Specific frontier use cases for
AI in AdTech:
Creative design by machine
Campaign management assisted
by machines
Context targeting systems for
personal and social context
Auto understanding of user
personas, beyond segments

Heading into 2018, InMobi is positive about welcoming the next wave of data science and analytics in the
ad tech world. These innovations and opportunities, only continue to bubble our energy.
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India though a dynamic market, represents
the most opportunities being the second
largest mobile phone market, after China
The mobile industry is taking flight in India,
and its important now more than ever, for
brands and marketers to optimize their
mobile resources and technology to stay
relevant to their consumers. It is encouraging
however to see those brands that have taken
the leap, are now learning to use mobile in
innovative ways that integrate with other
marketing activities, demonstrating mobile’s
gradual move from the periphery to the
centerpiece of marketing strategies
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INMOBI INDIA OVERVIEW: MARKET REACH AND PRESENCE
The India market is poised for explosive growth driven by the strong consumer
acceptance of mobile ads combined with massive reach and scale of ad impressions
INDIA NETWORK REACH

SUPPLY REACH

PEOPLE STRENGTH

160 Mn+

70%

25+

20 Bn+

97% App

300+

MAUs

Monthly ad
impressions

1000+

Publisher Reach

SDK Coverage

3% mWeb

Sales + Account
Mgmt

Product &
Engineering (Global
HQ- Bangalore)

30+

Creative Services

300+

Advertiser Reach

Source: InMobi Network Data
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INMOBI INDIA OVERVIEW:
MARKET REACH
AND PRESENCE
We reach users across the country
through our publisher network

160mn+
MAUs

Uttar Pradesh

1 Billion

Monthly Ad Impressions

NCR

4.1 Billion

Monthly Ad Impressions

Gujarat

1 Billion

Monthly Ad Impressions

Maharashtra

5.6 Billion

20 BILLION +
MONTHLY
AD IMPRESSIONS

West Bengal

1.6 Billion

Monthly Ad Impressions

Andra Pradesh

1 Billion

Monthly Ad Impressions

Monthly Ad Impressions

Karnataka

1.3 Billion

Monthly Ad Impressions

Source: InMobi Research
Source: InMobi Network Data

Tamil Nadu

1.5 Billion

Monthly Ad Impressions
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STRONG LOCAL & INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHER COVERAGE
AMONG TOP RANKING APPS IN INDIA

NEWS

UC News

Daily Hunt

ABP News

Dainik Bhaskar

The Hindu

SOCIAL &
ENTERTAINMENT

Picsart

Wynk

Truly Madly

MX Player

Smule

GAMING

Meet Me

ECOMMERCE
Chota Bheem

Subway Surfers

Talking Tom

Color Switch

UTILITIES

WCC 2

Shopclues

Voonik

Globally 32,000+ Apps on network
True Caller

Source: InMobi Network Data

Saavn

Flash light

Clean Master

Xender
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EXCLUSIVE PUBLISHER PARTNERSHIPS
EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL
PUBLISHER PARTNERSHIPS

EXCLUSIVE LOCAL PREMIUM
PARTNERSHIPS

OTHER PREMIUM LOCAL
PARTNERSHIPS

OTHER PREMIUM
PARTNERSHIPS- Indian Games
World Cricket Championship 2

Source: InMobi Network Data

Chota Bheem, Motu Patlu,
Cricket Games

MS Dhoni- Hungama Games
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ABOUT

INMOBI
InMobi is a global mobile advertising platform that
specializes in delivering the best ROI for mobile
marketers. As a mobile-first and mobile-only platform,
InMobi has been pioneering the next generation of ad
experiences, including video advertising, on the back
of deep learning based optimization engines.
The InMobi platform help brands, performance
marketers and app publishers engage mobile users
across different stages of their lifecycle, converting
each mobile moment into an opportunity to drive
engagement and revenue. Recognized by Fast
Company as one of The Most Innovative Companies
in 2016, InMobi reaches over 1.5 billion unique mobile
devices worldwide, and is redefining business models
for the mobile ecosystem.

inmobi.com

facebook.com/inmobi

Research

Design

Shamala DN

Sajan Skandakumar

Pooja Kalloor

Vikram Rajkumar

Senior Research Manager, Global, InMobi
Senior Research Analyst, Global, InMobi

Interactive Art Director, InMobi
Interactive Art Director, InMobi

Source: InMobi Network Research, YTD 2017 (YTD 2017 = Jan 2017 to Oct 2017 ; Share represents in terms of available impressions

@inmobi

contactus@inmobi.com
india-brand@inmobi.com
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